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Abstract 
Subak’s water management system found in Bali, the problems  is Subak vulnerable to 

globalization in which every year shrinkage of 700 ha. that caused by economic factor. 

On the other hand, directly most Balinese dependent on the Subak’s water control system 

and indirectly the view of Subak is considered as one of the tourist object that improve 

farmers’ income. Therefor Subak's existence must be maintained. This paper describes 

the existence and  the potential of Subak as an economic organization as well as some 

policies for the development of agriculture. The information derived through some related 

literatures, field observation to “Subak Sungsang” in 2012 and participatory research. 

The information were analyzed based on the definition of a technology and the 

characteristics of an organization. It is concluded that Subak is an organization that 

considered as a social enginering in water management system for agricultural 

development.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1.Background  

Subak found in Bali, its existence begins from 

farming activities at the end of the Neolithic 

era (300-400 AD), while dry and wet land 

farming start to be differentiated in 882 AD 

(Department of Public Works, 1997). 

Furthermore, between the late 10 -11 (1072 

AD) in the inscription of land Purana’s King in 

Klungkung District-Bali found several terms 

such as "Ka-suwakan" which means the area of 

Subak. Subak comes from Suba Karma means 

good deeds, especially in terms of water 

distribution (Signed, 1988). 

Subak implementation based on the 

philosophy of Balinese "Tri Hita Karana" 

meaning three reasons to achieve a welfare: 1) 

Parhyangan, reflects the relationship between 

mankind and the Creator. 2) Pawongan or 

Bhuana alit (relationships between people in 

the wold) and 3) Palemahan or Bhuana agung) 

the relationship between mankind and the 

universe. Based on this philosophy, all 

activities must be carried out considering the 

harmony of these three relationships. To reach 

the harmony, rules/regulation were created 

based on the discussion, agreement and 

consensus that co,e up as a law called (awig 

awig). The awig awig cocsist of all regulations 

in carrying out the activities, including rules 

that are anticipated to preserve subak. This 

awig awig must be obeyed by all subaks in 

Bali therefore  

Balinese authorities define the subak in 

Regulation N0.2 / PD / DPRD / 1972 Chapter I 

Article 4 as customary law community in Bali 

who are socio religious agrarian, which 

historically established since time immemorial 

and continue to grow as an organization of 

water management for farming from one 

source of water in an area (House of 

Representatives of Bali Province, 1972). 

1.2 Problems  

Subak vulnerable to globalization that 

shifts in land use from agricultural to non-

agricultural that every year shrinkage of 700 

ha. (Sutawan, 1986). The main cause is the 

economic factor, since Subak activities limited 

in rice production, not include post-harvest 

neiher marketing in professional manner in 

order to generate significant added value. 

Subak faced various challenges (Sutawan, 

2005): 1) competition in the marketing of 

agricultural products in liberal trading. 2) The 

decreased interest of youth to work as farmers. 

3) The low ability of farmers to pay the 

operation and maintenance of Subak. 4) 

Environmental degradation and declining soil 

water availability .5) Most of the water control 
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system has not been incorporated. 6) The 

majority of farmers’ land holding were small 

and most are sharecroppers and 7) Most 

farmers have poor capital. 

On the other hand, most Balinese are 

directly dependent on the water control system 

as their main occupation are as farmers and 

indirectly the view of Subak is considered as 

one of tourist object. If there is no more Subak 

there will be no beautiful scenery anymore that 

would reduce the flow of tourism that is 

currently providing a very high income. 

Therefore, the subak's existence must be 

maintained. 

1.3 Objectives  

This paper describes 1) The existence of 

Subak in terms of organizational point of view 

and 2) The potential of Subak as an economic 

organization for agricultural development. The 

information is worth for the development of 

agriculture as well as the improvement of 

farmers’ welfare. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

This paper is written based on some 

related literature as presented in the references, 

field observation in “Subak Sungsang in 2012” 

in Tabanan-Bali and participatory research 

method.  

The theoretical analysis frame work were 

refered to the definition of technology, that is 

“a way to acheive a goal, which could be 

achived by hard technology such as a 

mechanical tools ( Tractor, transplantor etc.) 

and soft technology which is the art, tricks in 

how to organized a society to achive a goal.  

This paper is presenting a soft technology 

in water management system by analized 

subak as an organization refered to  (Syahyuti, 

2006) that an institutional is characterized by 

three (3) important aspects such as 

organization, institution and the yurisdiction.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. The Existence of Subak  

Subak has an organization aspect which is 

reflec to its organization structure, the 

institution aspects such as the regulations and 

rules, low that expressly in awig-awig and the 

jurisdiction aspect which is described by the 

border of a certain subak.  The description of 

each aspect are described in the following 

section. 

3.2.Organizational aspects  

Subak organization varies, ranging from 

the simple structure without having a complete 

section and subsection in accordance with the 

class of the organizational structure. The 

structure of Subak Organization under the 

Balinese Kingdom presented in Scheme 1. 

Scheme 1. The Structure of Subak 

Organization  

 
Source: Jelantik (1992) 

Pekaseh is the chairman of Subak 

organization, set up in getting the water 

management in to orderly and effective for 

subak members, protecting and maintaining the 

irrigation infrastructure, resolve any disputes 

and run the awig – awig (act/law) and other 

regulations. In carrying out the duties, Pekaseh 

assisted by Petujuh (vice-chairman), 

Penyarikan (secretary), patengen (Treasurer) 

and Kasinoman (interpreter).  Subak leader 

regarded as a very decisive leadership 

eventhough basically there is no incentives for 

them.  

The chairman of Subak routinely be 

replaced every 4-5 years. The selection of the 

chairman was by direct election conducted in a 

special meeting with all of the members’ of the 

subak. If the subak’s leaders found not good, 

he would be immediately dismissed though the 

work period is still on going. When a chairman 

showed good performance he will be continued 

to be selected again in the next periode of 

management. As an example pekaseh of “ 

Subak Sungsang”, Tabanan had been led for 20 

years. 

The members of Subak differentiate into 

three group namely:1. active members 

(pengoyas) who helped carry out all activities 

in Subak. 2. Passive members (Krama pengoot 

Tribute from wet land 

(upeti dari lahan basah) 
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/ pengampel) who do not held in Subak’s 

activities, instead pays dues during the harvest 

time and 3) Krama leluputan who was given 

special dispensation not to pay dues nor 

involved in subak’s activities because the had 

important duty in religion activities such as 

preacher.  

At sub-district level, there are Sedahan 

Yeh / pengelurah who regulate and supervise 

the subak irrigation water in the region. 

Sedahan request permission through the Local 

Government/ sub-district of supervisory 

agencies for the expansion of the fields and the 

establishment of a new water control system in 

its territory. The Sedahan Yeh assisted by the 

agriculture section of public work, related 

agencies and government officers specified in 

sub-district level whereas Sedahan Agung 

found at the district level who regulate and 

supervise the orderly irrigation in the region 

and as an advisor and implementer of local 

governments in the field of irrigation. The 

differences between people and farmer is, 

people are the member of the society while 

only farmers are the member of Subak 

therefore administratively the member of a 

village could be farmers from more that one 

Subak. On the other hand, farmers in the same 

Subak could be people from some villages.  

3.3. Institutional Aspects  

Subak institutional aspects embodied in 

the rules/law called awig awig, written as well 

as unwritten that govern the life of the 

household of subaks’ member. As has been 

stated that the basic philosophy of Subak is Tri 

Hita Karana, then all rules are based on the 

three relations aspect. The contents of awig 

awig (Arga, 2011) is the duty of all officials in 

Subak ( Sedahan Agung , Keliang Subak 

(pekaseh), Penyarikan and saya (Interpreter) 

who must follow the procedure in which the 

offense on awig awig will get sanctioned. Awig 

- awig also containt order of livestock control 

which basically prohibited shepherd cattle in 

the fields during the growing season. 

Violations are subject to fines, the amount 

varies depending on the size of damages, plus 

damages crops destroyed. If the damage 

include the temple or Rebuttal, in addition to 

the fines, are also required to finance the 

purification ceremony. The distribution of 

water should be run fairly, using Temuku 

(block distribution). Theft and destruction of 

irrigation water in heavy fines. Essentially 

allowed to borrow water from other Subak as 

long as get permission from Sedahan, and 

lending water between tempek must also get 

permission from Kelian Subak (pekaseh). 

To support the awig-awig, The 

Directorate General for Community 

Development and Villages, The Ministry of 

Home Affairs (Republic of Indonesia, 2012 ) 

lounching the mapping of appropriate 

technology for irrigation in Subak (Photo 1) 

and the position/altitude of Subak (Photo 2).  

Photo 1. Irrigation of Subak in Bali       

l 

Source : 

http://pemetaanttg.com/?op=ttg&mode=detail

&id=63 

Photo 2. The Altitude /Position of Subak. 

 
Source : 

http://pemetaanttg.com/?op=ttg&mode=detail

&id=63 

The operational of Subak is under the 

colaboration between The Directorate General 

for Community Development and Office of 

Agriculture, strarting from the provincial level 

wich is under The Culture and Tourism 

Department at provincial level up to the 

village.  

The local government preserve the 

institutional aspect through the implementation 

of the "Tri Hita Karana" as follows: 

Parhyangan coaching focus on 

maintaining a sacred place (temple or 

Khayangan) and the entire execution of the 

http://pemetaanttg.com/?op=ttg&mode=detail&id=63
http://pemetaanttg.com/?op=ttg&mode=detail&id=63
http://pemetaanttg.com/?op=ttg&mode=detail&id=63
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temple. Maintenance of the temple and 

worship the implementation done in 1) 

Bedugul temple built at each dam, .2) Ulun 

Suwi Temple built in every water source in the 

area of subak. 3) Ulun Danu Temple which is 

the source of water from around the Subak 

where the main source of irrigation water in 

Bali, Lake Batur, Bratan, Buyan and 

Tamblingan. Ceremony at the entire temple in 

every stage of farming is done in a "joint" or 

"individual". The prayer include getting water 

(Mapag toya) together on the eve of land 

management, nyeeb to block, pests and 

diseases control in the first month of each 

tempek, ngusaba just before harvest ahead of 

harvest in Bedugul, Ulun Piodalan in Suwi 

(every 6 months) and retreats to maintain 

harmony of the nature. Individuals Ceremony 

or prayer conducted from sowing 

(Ngendangin) at the start of turning the land, 

sow seeds (Ngurit) while in the nursery, or 

planting and for pregnant rice , nguntap sri / 

nyaupin or prayer just before harvest and 

storage. 

Pawongan (The relationship between 

humans) is actualized through their 

management of Subak (prajuru) who led 

members (Krama) by the ordinance meeting 

(Paruman) were recorded in the administrative 

and financial systems strengthened by the 

regulations (awig awig) on mutual cooperation 

system and method settlement of disputes. 

Prajuru consists of: 1) pekaseh (chairman), 2) 

Petujuh (vice-chairman). 3) Penyarikan 

(secretary), 4) Interpreter mercury / patengen is 

Treasurer. 5) Kasinuman or interpreters as a 

way to communicate information, and 6) one 

special assistant known as Munduk. 

Palemahan guidance focus on the affairs 

of the working area of Subak with clear 

boundaries and the maintenance of the subak 

irrigation channels individually or in group of 

5 and 10 people. Besides that doing a deal 

cropping patterns, commodity planted and 

cultivation technology in collaboration with 

the Department of Agriculture and related 

agencies in the development of subak.  

3.4. Yurisdiction Aspect  

The Subak border is determined by the 

flow of the river while the village boundaries 

are determined based on the administration 

area, thus one Subak could has members from 

more than one village (Sceme 2) while a 

village could have more than one Subak. An 

important consequence of this system is that 

each household must comply with government 

regulations and if they are farmers, besides 

follow government regulations they must also 

comply/obey the rules of Subak. 

 

Scheme 2. The Position of Subak among The 

Villages 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source : 

http://pemetaanttg.com/?op=ttg&mode=detail

&id=63 

3.5. Subak As Farmers’ Economic 

Organization  

In the majority of Indonesia are found “ 

farmers water user associations” with a name 

as its respective regional languages such as 

mitra cai (sundanese - West Java) mitra means 

partner and cai is water , jogo tirto (javanese) 

jogo means responsible and tirto means water. 

However subak has specific differences 

compare to other water user association since 

Subak has its own philosophy. The concept of 

productive economic activities (PEA) at Subak 

has actually been a long time ago included in 

Subak, but has not been institutionalized as a 

business activity. Selling crops, livestock, 

making wicker and crafts beside farming 

activities had been implemented throughout 

the history of Balinese farming. In addition, 

the management of the Subak organization are 

running well under the regulations in awig 

awig is a good capital for PEA.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://pemetaanttg.com/?op=ttg&mode=detail&id=63
http://pemetaanttg.com/?op=ttg&mode=detail&id=63
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Table 1. The Operational Concept of 

Preserving The Existence of Subak at Once 

become an Economic institution  

No Aspects The Operational Concept 

1 Institutio

nal 

Insert an economic seccion 

in the srtucture of 

organization and develop net 

working with related 

institution 

2 Technica

l 

Implemented appropriate 

technology susgested by the 

Ministri of Agriculture and 

Public Development  

3 Economi

c 

Plant high-value and 

competitive agricultural 

commodities, namely brown 

rice, soy bean, organic 

vegetable and other 

fungtional food (Wahyuni, 

2011). 

Preserving the multi role of 

wetland not only produce 

food but also many 

intangible products 

(including the beautiful 

panorama). 

 

4 Ecologic

al 

Implementing a terracering 

planted system as flood 

control, erosion, water 

contents bank and 

purification of water  

Maximizing the ecological 

function, as a habitat for 

many species of protein 

sources and biodiversity. 

5 Socio - 

cultural 

Implementing a terracering 

planting system that is 

became the icons of 

agriculture in Bali 

Ecotourism and agrotourism 

as an attraction in the form of 

terraces and the natural 

beauty of rural and 

community life.  

Create or privide 

employment opportunities 

Source: Primary Analysis 

There are some benefits if Subak are also 

fungtion as economic organization, first the 

division of the water is fair (based on rules in 

awig-awig). Second, the PEA activities in 

Subak provide economic benefits. These 

benefits can be used for operational costs and 

maintenance the irrigation system in their area. 

With these potential and advantages, Subak 

might supports the sustainability of agriculture 

without compromising local values and 

damage the environment. Additionally, in the 

form of UEP Subak can obtain better access to 

services / facilities that are not accessible by 

individuals, such as training, capital, and 

transportation (Arga, 2011). 

Attempts to make the subak as an 

economic institution at which is once 

preserving its existence and revitalization bave 

been done by some experts in a seminar on 

"Revitalization of Subak in Entering the Era of 

Globalization" (Pitana and Setiawan, 2004) 

which concluded that preserve Subak is a 

"necessity". The proposed concept to preserve 

Subak included five aspects with economic 

aspect as one of the important aspect: 1) 

institutional. 2) technical (irrigation). 3) 

economic. 4) ecological and 5) socio - cultural. 

Table 1 propose the operational concept of 

each of the five aspects 

The operational concept above could also 

solves various challenges (Sutawan, 2005) 

faced by Subak such as : 1) competition in the 

marketing of agricultural products. 2) 

Decreased interest of youth to work as farmers. 

3) The low ability of farmers to pay for the 

operation and maintenance. 4) Environmental 

degradation and declining soil water 

availability .5) Most of the water control 

system has not been incorporated. 6) The 

majority of farmers were tenants and has low 

capital.  

Based on the above facts, efforts to 

develop Subak have been conducting by Office 

of Planning and Development Agency of Bali 

since 1987/1988 based on local regulation of 

Bali No 12 Th 1988 through a special event 

under the responsibility of Department of 

Culture (Sirtha, 2007:63). For preparing the 

event an intensive coaching/guidance for 

Subak were done every year, specifically 

focused on 9 Subak proposed by the District 

level office. The parameter of the evaluation 

includes the implementation aspects of the 

philosophy of “Tri Hita Karana” as described 

in the institutional aspect. 

The selection of winners of the event 

done in two stages, first at the district level, 

followed by Subak represent the district level, 
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second at the provincial level, followed by 

Subak won in the district level. Winner of the 

race was the best performer on the criteria 

specified in the race/event. The basic criteria 

assessment Subak contest are: 1) Completeness 

and perfection of the application of the 

philosophy of Tri Hita Karana. 2) There are 

efforts being made to improve the welfare of 

farmers. 3) The potential of the Subak and 4) 

the improvement were according to the 

guidance. 

Parhyangan weighting = 30%, 

Pawongan = 30% and Palemahan 40% of the 

total score. The rating of the best champions 

called Adhi Kerta, the second grade Kertha, 

third grade Kertha Winangun and first up to six 

kertha for the rest of the Subak so that all 

fostered Subak (9 subak) who represents that 

the District had already iclude in the Subak 

competition. With coaching Subak conducted 

over 30 years, found 270 Subak which already 

have grade and there are 30 subak at each 

grade level. It is recognized that Subak reach 

Adhi kerta class has a good performance with a 

complete section in particular there is a strong 

economic sections such as cooperatives with 

strong capital necessary to facilitate member. 

However it is recognized that the differences 

of each grade or level is very thin and difficult 

to distinguish because all subak trying to 

achieve the best performance. This analysis 

can be seen from the fact that the whole Subak 

in Bali has good farming performance in 

beautiful scenery that it also functions as an 

agro-tourism.  

The special characteristics of Subak were 

also reported by (Sutawan, 2005) such as has 

clear structure, strong mutual cooperation, has 

a philosophy which is entrenched in ritual 

activities, have awig awig as the strong role as 

a way out to resolve any conflict. As an 

economic organization business that need to be 

taken in realizing the potential of Subak, 

Sutawan (2004) covers five aspects as 

presented in Table 1.  

Subak were reported can be transformed 

in a variety of irrigation areas (Windia, 2006) 

in other areas outside of Bali. For example, in 

Bali there are several subak members consist 

of farmers with different society, namely found 

in Buleleng and Karangasem in which there 

are muslem and hinduism live together in 

harmony. Windia (2006) emphasized that as 

long as the relationship of all the sub-systems 

of culture system with technological systems 

have equal values, the Subak could be 

transformed. This finding is based on his 

reseach in which the area differentiated by 

three (3) zones namely: Zone 1, the area have 

no irrigation system but has the potential to be 

built / developed an irrigation system because 

it has adequate water resources. Zone 2, there 

is a system of irrigation but no farmer 

organizations to manage because of the 

government that manages and Zone 3 existing 

irrigation systems managed by farmers who are 

members of irrigation system. In region 2 is 

necessary to transform the pilot project in the 

form of participatory action research approach. 

The question is whether local governments 

have the political will for it. Subak system 

performance will be similar if the requirements 

are met even though the elements are in a 

different environment. The same conclution 

also reported by Roth ( 2001) that when the 

sub-systems of culture with technological 

systems have no equal values although aspects 

of the organizational structure easily imitated it 

will not works. For example Balinese 

resettlement cases In Luwu, the water user 

assosiation take over the affairs management in 

water and irrigation and water control system 

while Subak only dealt with religious or rituals 

activities. In fact, Subak became paralyzed as a 

result do not have the authority to discipline its 

members. Institutional replication is not done 

as a whole, not easily replicate the norms and 

value system of a society to another society.  

Infact, Subak water management system 

was found in chilli grower under the farmers’s 

group in Lendang nangka village, subdistrict of 

Masbagek, in East Lombok District, West 

Nusa Tenggara Sayaka et. al., (2016). The 

Subak water management system are well 

implemented and resulting the good farming 

performance eventhough during the dry 

season. The production of chilli could be 

marketed to the surounding island such as 

Sumba, Sumbawa and East Nusa Tenggara.  

CONCLUSION 

Subak as water management system is 

considered as a social enginering since it could 

be implemented by creating the equality 

between the organization and the institution 

aspect in certain region.  
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The best organizations’s structure is that 

already exist in the community such as farmer 

water user associations found in the entire 

region. Furthermore, farmer water user 

organizations are continually improved the 

completeness of the structure by adding the 

business section in accordance to the type of 

business. 

Create a new group, association or 

organization for the purposes of a 

program/project should be avoided because it 

will be confused the farmers and related 

agencies, including the researcher. 

The important things that should be 

implemented of Subak management system is 

the Institutional replication that is not easy 

since not easily replicate the norms and value 

system of a society to another society therefore 

the institutional aspect should be done as a 

whole system equal to the organization aspect. 

This is the social enginering that should be 

design cerrefully.  
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